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Abstract Air entrainment within water is a common feature of flows over hy-
draulic works – spill over a dam, wave breaking on a dike, etc. – and its accurate
modeling is a key to better design such structures. The Smoothed Particle Hydro-
dynamics (SPH) method appears as a natural way to model such highly distorted
flows. To avoid computationally prohibitive costs related to the full discretiza-
tion of bubbles or drops, a mixture model for high density ratio flows relying on
a volume-based formulation with relative velocity between phases has first been
developed and validated in [21,22]. Instead of having a once and for all assigned
phase as in multifluid SPH, each particle now carries both phases through their
respective volume fractions. In the present work, in order to handle practical air
entrainment application cases, the open boundary formulation described in [19] is
adapted to this mixture model. Then, after introducing turbulence through a k−ε
model, a specific closure on the air bubbles relative velocity is proposed including
a Stokesian drag term and turbulent diffusion. This model is then applied to two
cases of air entrainment: a stepped spillway for interfacial aeration and a plunging
jet for local aeration. Finally a 3D industrial test case of discharge-control struc-
ture at the La Coche power plant (France) is considered. While valuable insights
are obtained for the volume fraction field, further investigations are required to
improve the modeling of the flow dynamics.
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1 Introduction

The entrainment and advection-diffusion of air bubbles within flowing water is
pivotal for the design of a wide range of engineering applications from open chan-
nels situations (e.g. hydraulic works such as spillways, oxygenation of the flows)
to closed conduit configurations (e.g. pipes in hydraulic plants) and chemical and
environmental systems (e.g. reactor tanks). The multicomponent and multiscale
nature of these flows makes their modeling challenging. The air presence indeed
modifies the flow dynamics, the turbulence, and can lead to a wide variety of two-
phase regimes. The air entrainment in itself involves many mechanisms: air-suction
at the free surface, air bubbles distribution according to their size, air bubble mo-
tion dynamics, interactions with turbulence. . . Extensive experimental studies
have been carried out for hydraulic structures [10]. Regarding the role of surface
tension and turbulence in bubble entrainment dynamics, it is complex to represent
satisfactorily these flows in physical scale models of a laboratory. Their numerical
modeling also remains complex, to follow macroscopically the deformation of the
interface and simultaneously the generation, transport and interactions of bubbles
and droplets. The resolution of instantaneous equations proves to be computa-
tionally prohibitively expensive. To overcome this limitation and handle practical
problems, multiphase averaged models were developed in the past decades [31]: a
volume fraction representation allow one to track phases while the interface is no
longer followed explicitly. Among those averaged approaches, the mixture model
considers the flow as a single-fluid with one continuity and one momentum equa-
tion for mixture quantities, complemented by a mass conservation equation for
one phase. The relative velocity between phases, closed by a physics-dependent
expression, introduces additional terms. This approach has been applied to air-
water cases such as plunging jets [50] or stepped spillways [45,42] within the finite
volume numerical framework. Due to the strong deformations of the interfaces
within the air-water flows, using a Lagrangian approach such as the Smoothed
Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method is enticing. Mixture models have already
been tested in SPH in case of low to moderate density ratio flows: [15], followed
by [24], detailed a mixture model with diffusion of phases between particles; fluid
mixtures were simulated in the graphics community by [51,64]; gas/dust mixtures
were studied in the astrophysical framework by [48,49] with a relative velocity
computed using a drag law; water-sediment mixture were investigated [3,58]. SPH
particles are no longer assigned to a specific phase: each individual particle carries
the different phases with their respective volume fractions and are moved with a
unique mixture velocity field. In this work, we aim at testing the performances of
the SPH mixture model developed in [21,22] for air-water flows. Nevertheless, this
modeling requires to tackle several questions, addressed in this work:

– High density ratio between air and water: most of the cited mixture models
rely on a mass-based formulation for the velocity: to handle high density ratio
flows more easily, we have made here the choice to work with a volume-based
formulation that simplifies some terms of the system of equations ruling the
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two-component system. However additional numerical treatment might be re-
quired for the discrete momentum equation resolution.

– Turbulence modeling: turbulence is often at the core of the entrainment phe-
nomenon and makes it a full multi-scale problem. It deforms the air-water
interface and the consequent irregularities can trap air bubbles. The down-
wards vertical velocity generated by the turbulence, if strong enough to exceed
the terminal velocity caused by buoyancy of air bubbles, leads to diffusion of
air in the bulk of the fluid. In this work, the standard k− ε model is considered
as first approach.

– Relative velocity closure: it encompasses the two-component behavior of the
flow and is intimately linked to the previous item relative to turbulence. If
it enables the versatility of the mixture model (work with either air-water or
water-sediment flows), this closure remains flow-dependent. We tried to keep
a sufficiently general closure for the type of flow considered in this work.

– Open boundaries: most air entrainment cases involve inlet and outlet. Im-
portant work was performed recently on open boundaries in SPH, most of
them involving a buffer layer. However, few works considered multifluid open
boundaries. We choose here the approach developed in [19] and extend it to
the mixture model detailed in [21,22] to allow distinct phases or mixtures to
enter and leave the domain.

After a presentation of the two-component model in the first section, with a focus
on the turbulence and relative velocity closure, its SPH numerical implementa-
tion is detailed in a second part, giving careful attention to the open boundary
formulation for which the theoretical developments can be found in appendices.
This model is then applied to two two-dimensional air entrainment test cases:
a stepped spillway for interfacial aeration and a plunging jet for local aeration.
Finally, a three-dimensional industrial case is considered.

2 Two-component model

We consider in the following an air-water flow. We first detail the notations used
in this work to model such a flow and then the equations solved.

2.1 Notations

We consider the volume1 presented in Figure 1a. The presence of air and water,
denoted by α and β respectively, is taken into account through volume fractions,
as illustrated schematically in Figure 1b. Phase quantities listed in Table 1 allow
us to compute mixture quantities detailed in Table 2. Among the different choices
for mixture values, in order to ease the numerical treatment at high density ratios,
we choose the volume-based formulation employing volume fraction2 for phase
description and volumetric flux as mixture velocity. To preserve the symmetry of

1 The volume represents the SPH particle that will be introduced in the numerical section.
2 α and β denote the volume fractions together with the phase names, without any risk of

confusion.
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Fig. 1: Control volume in a two-component flow (gas phase in red, liquid phase in
blue), the corresponding volume fractions and velocity fields [21,22].

the system, relative velocities are here preferred to drift/diffusion velocities. Let
us underline that, by definition of the volume fractions, one has:

α+ β = 1 (1)

Table 1: Phase quantities (k = α or β)

Volume V k Velocity vk

Mass mk Dispersed phase diameter dk

Density ρk = mk/V k Kinematic viscosity νk

Pressure pk Dynamic viscosity µk

Table 2: Mixture quantities

Volume V = V α + V β

Inverse volume σ = 1/V

Mass m = mα +mβ

Density ρ = m/V = αρα + βρβ

Volume fractions α = V α/V and β = V β/V

Mass fractions Y α = αρα/ρ and Y β = βρβ/ρ

Mixture velocity

w.r.t. the volume centre j = αvα + βvβ

Mixture velocity

w.r.t. the mass centre u = Y αvα + Y βvβ

Relative velocity vr = vα − vβ

Drift velocity vα − j

Diffusion velocity vα − u

Mixture pressure p
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2.2 Derivation of the continuous model

Following [31], the averaged model for two-phase flows gives the following set of
continuous phase equations:

∂αρα

∂t
+∇ · (αραvα) = 0 (2)

∂αραvα

∂t
+∇ · (αραvα ⊗ vα)

= −α∇pα +∇ ·
[
α
(
Tα + Tα,T

)]
+ αραg + Mα

(3)

where Tα = µα
(
∇vα +t∇vα

)
stands for the viscous stress tensor, Tα,T encom-

passes turbulent effects, g is the gravity vector and Mα the macroscopic interfacial
momentum transfer. We assume in the following that there is no mass transfer nor
surface tension effects3 and that there is a mechanical equilibrium of partial pres-
sures p = pα = pβ as pressure relaxation time is generally small compared to
other characteristic times of the flow, as illustrated in [37] in case of bubbly flows.
With this set of assumptions, one has Mβ = −Mα. Combining (2) and (3), one
can write an evolution equation for the relative velocity. Under the assumptions of
local equilibrium, and assuming that pressure, viscosity and momentum transfers
are the leading terms, this relation leads to:

Mα = αβ
ρβ − ρα

ρ
∇p

− βρβ

ρ
∇ ·

(
αµα

(
∇vα +t∇vα

))
+
αρα

ρ
∇ ·

(
βµβ

(
∇vβ +t∇vβ

))
(4)

In the following, we will work with the assumption of constant phase densities
(i.e. ρα = cst and ρβ = cst).

2.2.1 Total volume conservation

Summing on both phases (2) divided by phase densities leads to a divergence-free
mixture velocity field as we work under a constant phase density assumption. The
weakly-compressible framework retained in the SPH approach will however make
us relax this condition to solve the volume conservation equation (written in terms
of inverse volume σ = 1/V ):

dσ

dt
= −σ∇ · j (5)

3 In presence of surface tension, Mα + Mβ = −2HβασS where Hβα is the mean curvature
between phases α and β, and σS is the surface tension coefficient (relation written considering
that there are no extra interfacial momentum source accounting for local surface forces resulting
from pressure and shear stress deviations from interfacial average values).
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2.2.2 Volume fraction equation

Dividing (2) by the phase density leads to the volume fraction equation:

∂α

∂t
+ j ·∇α = −∇ · (αβvr) (6)

2.2.3 Momentum equation

Summing on both phases (3) divided by phase density and using the divergence
free property of the mixture velocity field4 leads to:

∂j

∂t
+ j ·∇j = −1

ρ
∇p+ g −∇ (αβvr ⊗ vr)

+
1

ρ
∇ ·

[
ρ (ν + νT )

(
∇j +t∇j

)] (7)

where we have used (4) and assumed the turbulent effects could be modeled as a
turbulent viscosity νT added to the viscosity ν =

(
αµα + βµβ

)
/ρ. Let us underline

that, in this first approach, we have neglected a viscous term depending on relative
velocities of the form 1

ρ∇ ·
[
α
(
µα − µβ

) (
∇ (βvr) +t∇ (βvr)

)]
that includes an

interfacial stress closure suggested by [31] assuming α is dispersed. The closure (4)
allows one to recover the classical form of the pressure term for the averaged flow,
and therefore restores the hydrostatic equilibrium when it occurs.

2.3 Turbulence model

Air entrainment and turbulence are intrinsically related as the inception of air
bubble entrapment is generally related to the turbulent shear stresses overcoming
the resisting forces of gravity and surface tension [10] as exemplified by the criterion
of [28]. Turbulent effects shall therefore be included in the model. To this end, a
k− ε approach is used in the standard way described in [39]. Several references in
the literature [42,45] dealing with air entrainment cases considered the realizable
k − ε model developed in [54] in combination with the mixture model approach.
[45] highlighted that among the k−ε models, the RNG approach performed better
in the cases they considered. Even though numerical results might benefit from
these modifications of the standard model (e.g. backward flows, rotations. . . ), to
limit additional modeling efforts (boundary terms, variable density effects), the
standard approach with usual constant values given in Table 3 was used, applied
to mixture quantities. The only modification is the introduction of the volume
fraction of water as a weighting coefficient of the production term: for high-speed
flows, the expected prominent turbulent contribution should come from water

4 The divergence-free property is relaxed for the continuity resolution but kept in the mo-
mentum equation resolution, as classically done in the weakly compressible SPH framework.
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Table 3: Constants of the k − ε model.

Cν Cµ σk σε Cε1 Cε2 κ

5.2 0.09 1.0 1.3 1.44 1.92 0.41

turbulence5.

dk

dt
=

1

ρ
∇ ·

[(
µ+

µT
σk

)
∇k
]

+ P− ε (8)

dε

dt
=

1

ρ
∇ ·

[(
µ+

µT
σε

)
∇ε
]

+
ε

k
(Cε1P− Cε2ε) (9)

where

P = βmin
(√

CµkS, νTS
2
)

(10)

S =
√

2s : s (11)

s =
1

2

(
∇j +t∇j

)
(12)

The turbulent viscosity is computed as:

νT = Cµ
k2

ε
(13)

Developing a mixture k − ε model adapted to the modeling choices made is part
of the further work, with special care given to the inclusion of a buoyancy term.
Due to the presence of walls denoted ∂Ωw, the turbulence becomes anisotropic
and shearing effects resulting from the high velocity gradient to fit the wall no-slip
condition increase the production of turbulence. The development of boundary lay-
ers is pivotal in many air entrainment industrial applications so that the near-wall
turbulence must be properly modeled. To avoid the need of a refined discretization
near the wall, semi-empirical relations can be used to introduce wall functions: in
the Lagrangian framework, an Eulerian mean velocity with non-zero tangential
value is set at the wall to get the adequate wall shear stress and used for the rate-
of-strain and viscous force computations. Let us introduce y+ the dimensionless
distance to a wall defined as:

y+ =
yu?
ν

(14)

where y is the wall normal coordinate, ν a mixture kinematic viscosity to be defined
(as we considered the mixture as a whole, but this is also an approximation as the
usual wall law considers a single fluid) and u? the friction velocity defined as:

u2? = ν
djτ
dy

∣∣∣∣
∂Ωw

(15)

5 In this work we are mainly concerned by what happens in the water phase and mixture
region. The modelling of the air phase appears as a requirement of the mixture model to
exchange phases between particles when air entrainment occurs but we do not intend here to
be precise in the resolution of the air phase dynamics, that prove to be affected by numerical
instabilities in the SPH framework.
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with jτ the wall tangential velocity. The shear stress at the wall follows:

Tw = −ρu2?
j

|j| (16)

and the friction velocity is assumed to satisfy the logarithmic law for a smooth
velocity profile:

jτ
u?

=
1

κ
ln (y+) + Cν (17)

where κ is the Von Kármán constant. Following the work of [40], Neumann condi-
tions derived from the equilibrium P = ε in the logarithmic zone for fully developed
turbulence are used in the second order differential operator computation close to
the walls (small y): ∇k · n|∂Ωw = 0

∇ε · n|∂Ωw = − u3?
κy2

(18)

At an imposed velocity boundary, the turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation
are imposed whereas at an imposed pressure boundary they are computed through
an homogeneous Neumann condition.

2.4 Relative velocity closure

The two-component behavior of the flow is ruled by the relative velocity that needs
to be closed by an algebraic relation in the mixture model. It is flow-dependent
and therefore relies on some hypotheses about the regime considered.

Proposed model Phases can move at different velocities but it is assumed that
they reach a local equilibrium over a short spatial length scale. A proposed model
for this closure can be deduced by equalling6 the relation (4) with the following
momentum transfer term:

Mα = −αΓV r (19)

where V r stands for the averaged value of the local relative velocity to distinguish
from vr that arises from the difference of averaged phase velocities: the difference
between these relative velocities can be approximated by a mean drift velocity V d

related to the correlation between the instant distribution of the dispersed phase
and the large scale turbulent fluid motion [55]. It is modeled here with a Standard
Gradient Diffusion Hypothesis [47] and a diffusivity factor, ratio of the turbulent
viscosity and the turbulent Schmidt number (ScT = 1 here):

V d = − νT
ScT

∇α
αβ

(20)

The coefficient Γ writes:

Γ =
3CDReµβ

4 (dα)2 βn−1
(21)

6 With the approximation of neglecting the viscous contribution.
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where n is a power accounting for a hindering effect (i.e. the effect of the presence
of other particles in the neighborhood distorting the flow field; we will take n = 1
here), dα is the dispersed phase size (assumption of monodisperse spherical bubbles
or drops) and the drag coefficient CD is computed using an extension of the Schiller
& Naumann expression [53,43,14]:

CD =


24

Re

(
1 + 0.15Re0.687

)
if Re ≤ 1000

0.44 if Re > 1000
(22)

where Re = |V r|dα/νβ , appropriate for the bubble size considered in this work,
around 1 mm7. The resulting relative velocity writes:

vr = V r − V d =
β
(
ρα − ρβ

)
Γ

∇p
ρ
− νT

ScT

∇α
αβ

(23)

that retains two main inter-phase forces, namely a drag term and a turbulent
diffusion term. We have assumed in these expressions that α was the dispersed
phase. An inherent limitation of this approach lies in the choice of dα. Solving an
equation on the interfacial area density or Population Balance Equations could
allow one to follow the size of the dispersed phase. In this first approach, we
consider here a constant value of dα, given by the user. Experimental results can
help us to chose an adequate value (e.g. experimental mean Sauter diameter).

Hydrostatic approximation Due to the very noisy nature of the pressure field in
the SPH approach retained here, it did not appear numerically stable to use di-
rectly the pressure gradient in the relative velocity computation. An additional
approximation was therefore made to use the hydrostatic value of the pressure
gradient ∇p = ρg in this model. This choice decouples the phase evolution from
the dynamics generated by the momentum equation. In absence of diffusion, the
only possible transfers occur in the gravity direction. It does not allow one to re-
produce effects generated by a non-hydrostatic pressure gradient as described by
[33].

Explicit computation of the relative velocity Because of the presence of V r in the
Reynolds number, the relative velocity definition is implicit and it would require
some iterations to converge. To save computational time, we make the follow-
ing reasoning8. Noting Rρ =

(
ρα − ρβ

)
/ρβ , we first define the Reynolds number

function fR:

fR(Re) = Re
(

1 + 0.15 (Re)0.687
)

=
(dα)3 βn

18 (νβ)2
|Rρg| (24)

7 This choice is related to experimental measurements on the considered applications cases,
[11] and [4], for which peaks of bubble chord distributions were noticed around 1-2 mm.

8 This approach proves to give correct values of the relative velocity without iteration : the
error is below 1% for Re > 104 and below 0.2% for Re > 218. The peak of error is reached
for very small Reynolds number, at Re ∼ 2 where it reaches 10%. However, in the practical
air-water applications considered, we fall within the 1% error range.
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An approximation of f−1
R over Re ∈ [0; 1000] is:

Re = cR

1− 1

1 +
(
fR(Re)
bR

)aR
 (25)

where the coefficients aR = 0.6301226, bR = 2124552 and cR = 21037.87 computed
numerically. We propose the following scheme:

– Initialize Re0 = 24/Re
– Compute fR(Re) using (24)
– Deduce Re through (25)
– Then

– If Re < 1000, we compute a first guess as

V r =
4 (dα)2 βn

3νβCD (Re)Re
Rρg (26)

– Else CD (Re) = 0.44 and the relative velocity is written explicitly

V r =

√
4dαβn

3CDρβ |Rρg|
Rρg (27)

If Reα < 1000, the first guess is already a good estimate generally. In the other
case, the computation is explicit.

2.5 State equation

As detailed in [21,22] for the SPH mixture model, within the Weakly Compressible
SPH (WCSPH) framework, we link the pressure to a ratio of inverse volumes
instead of densities:

p =

(
αρα (cα)2 + βρβ

(
cβ
)2)( σ

σ0
− 1

)
+ pB (28)

We have now a complete set of equations (5), (6), (7), (8), (23) and (28) to
solve numerically, complemented by the Lagrangian velocity used to move the SPH
particles:

dr

dt
= j (29)

This formulation reduces to a one-phase formulation for null or unit volume frac-
tion.
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3 SPH formulation

We describe in this section the SPH formulation retained to solve discretely the
preceding set of equations and make a special focus on the open boundary formu-
lation. We adopt the convention that, for a field A in a domain Ω of dimension
d, the discretized SPH form after the interpolation process is Ab = A (rb, t) where
rb is the particle position vector of the particle b and t is the time. The particle
diameter is denoted δr. Numerical simulations were performed with an in-house
code relying on the WCSPH Lagrangian approach and running on GPU. The gen-
eral description of the SPH model can be found in [22]. We will stress here the
additions and modifications performed to handle air-water flows.

3.1 SPH formulation

The continuous SPH interpolation is performed with the Wendland C2 kernel [63]
denoted w. For a pair of particles (a, b), wab = w (rab) where rab = ra − rb
and the kernel gradient writes ∇wab = ∇aw (ra − rb). We work with the SPH
differential operators adapted to a multifluid framework following [23] with the
specific volume formulation originally introduced by [29]. Boundaries are treated
with the Unified Semi-Analytical Wall (USAW) boundary conditions described in
[20] and are able to deal with open boundaries [19]: boundaries ∂Ω of the domain
consist of a set vertex particles v ∈ V connected by a set of segments s ∈ S of size
δr that forms a mesh of the boundary. P refers to the set of fluid particles F ∪V:
vertex particles are indeed truncated fluid particles with a volume computed with
respect to a reference volume through a fraction θ defined as the angle between
two connected segments divided by 2π in 2D as shown on Figure 2b. θ equals 1/2
for segments and 1 for fluid particles. As illustrated on Figure 2a, the kernel may
intersect a boundary, giving rise to a boundary term in the SPH interpolation of
the differential operators. This truncation of the kernel by a boundary introduces
a renormalization factor γ to the SPH interpolation as described by [20]:

γa =

∫
Ωra∩Ω

w (ra − r) dr (30)

whereΩra denotes the kernel support of the particle a. Moreover, following [20], the
contributions to the gradient of γ that appear in the discrete differential operators
are:

∇γas =

(∫
s

w(r)dS

)
ns (31)

where ns is the inward unit normal to the boundary segment s. These values can
be computed analytically as explained in [20].

3.2 Phase and mixture volumes

The resolution of the total volume equation (5) is addressed in Appendix A while
the resolution of the phase volume equation (6) was thoroughly detailed in [21,22].
However the special choice of relative velocity requires to make an adaptation of
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(a) SPH interpolation kernel.
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Fig. 2: Description of the SPH particles.

the diffusion term compared to [21,22]: the eddy viscosity indeed varies and ∇α
is divided by αβ so that the discrete phase volume equation now writes:

dV αa
dt

= αa
dVa
dt
− 2

Va
γa

∑
b∈F

Vb

(
αaβb

[
V r
a|b ·∇wab

]+
+ αbβa

[
V r
a|b ·∇wab

]−)
+
Va
γa

∑
b∈F

Vb
νT,a + νT,b

ScT

αa − αb
rab

rab ·∇wab
rab

(32)
where F refers to the set of free fluid particles as no boundary term is included in
this operator, V r

a|b = (V r
a + V r

b ) /2. The condition for positiveness is also changed
with a different relative velocity closure to:

Cα =
v0maxδt

σe
≤ ξα

(
ηα +

1

Peσ

)−1

(33)

where the numerical Péclet number writes:

Peσ =
v0maxσeScT
νT,max

(34)

with σe the standard kernel deviation, v0max = maxa∈F (|V r
a |), νT,max = maxa∈F (νT,a)

and for which we used the same values of (ξα, ηα) as in [22] due to the proximity
of the formulations. Let us underline that in the turbulent flows considered in the
following and consistently with the assumptions of the mixture model, the norm
of the relative velocity is small compared to the flow velocity so that this condi-
tion will not be the strongest constraint on the time step. As detailed in [21,22],
volume diffusion was introduced when phase volumes are updated to prevent the
development of instabilities linked to the colocated nature of SPH.

V α,n+1
a = V α,?a +

δt

γa
ΛαnaDna (35)

where V α,?a is the phase volume before its modification by the diffusion term that
writes:

Dna = 2Vaδt
∑
b∈F

Vb
1

rab

(
2

ρa + ρb
(pa − pb)− g · rab

)
∇wab (36)

The weighting coefficient Λ of this volume diffusion is equal to 0.1 unless otherwise
specified.
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3.3 Focus on the momentum equation

The discrete counterpart of the momentum equation (3) writes:

dja
dt

= − 1

ρa
G+
a {pb}+

1

ρa
La{νb, jb}+ g −Da{αbβbvrb ⊗ vrb} (37)

the operators being specified in the following sections.

3.3.1 Pressure gradient

Spurious behaviors near the interface between air and water exist and originates
from the SPH continuous interpolation process. For a given particle a in the α
phase whose kernel support Ωra is shared between Ωα (phase α) and Ωβ (phase
β), the continuous SPH interpolation for the pressure gradient writes:[

∇p
ρ

]
(r) =

1

ρ (r)

∫
Ωra

∇rp
(
r′
)
w
(
r − r′

)
dV ′ (38)

After splitting between the phases and assuming an incompressible hydrostatic
configuration, one gets:[

∇p
ρ

]
(r) =

[
1 +

(
ρβ

ρα
− 1

)∫
Ωra∩Ωβ

w
(
r − r′

)
dV ′

]
g (39)

One can see that when ρβ � ρα, a spurious interface force appears, very large
in the air phase, small in the water phase (exchange the superscripts α and β),
and leads to a gap configuration as an equilibrium position, the air particles re-
ducing the overlapping of the kernel support with the other phase. As far as the
pressure gradient is concerned, the multiple tests made with different formulations
suggested in the literature [29,30,35], did not allow us to identify a completely sat-
isfactory discrete expression: the multifluid operator of [23] together with a small
background pressure (that shall remain limited to avoid to decrease the precision)
was finally considered:

G+
a {Ab} =

1

γaVa

∑
b∈P

(
V 2
a pa + V 2

b Ab

)
∇wab−

1

γaVa

∑
s∈S

1

Vs

(
V 2
a Aa + V 2

s As
)
∇γas

(40)

3.3.2 Viscous stresses

In the framework of the mixture model, the viscosity ν varies in space due to its
dependence on the volume fraction. We used in the second operator of [44]:

La{Bb, Ab} =
2

γa

∑
b∈P

VbBab
Aa −Ab
r2ab

rab·∇wab−
1

γa

∑
s∈S

(Ba∇Aa +Bs∇As)·∇γas

(41)
with Bab the harmonic mean of Ba and Bb. However, while it allows one to take
variable viscosity effects into account, it misses the transpose part of the viscous
stresses. [18] and [61] detailed an operator taking this part into account. This is left
for further work. For turbulence modeling, the standard k− ε model [47], adapted
to the USAW framework in [41], is used.
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3.3.3 Convective transfers

With respect to the single-phase formulation, one can note two main differences
with the mixture model: mixture quantities are used for the variables and an
additional term linked to the relative velocity appears in (3) as particles are moved
with the mixture velocity. In view of momentum conservation, an antisymmetric
formulation is retained without boundary term:

Da{αbβbvrb ⊗ vrb} =
1

γaVa

∑
b∈F

[
V 2
a αaβav

r
a (vra ·∇wab) + V 2

b αbβbv
r
b (vrb ·∇wab)

]
(42)

This term proved to generate spurious behaviors along the air-water interface,
generating artificial mixing, so that, if not specified, it was neglected in the appli-
cation cases detailed hereafter. Similarly to the treatment of the term ∇ · (αβvr)
in the phase volume equation (32), one could consider an upwind formulation of
this convective transfer term: this is left for future investigations.

3.4 Time marching scheme

The detailed resolution of our system is as follows (superscript stars refer to in-
termediate values):

1. Relative velocity update of the drag part as in Section 2.4
2. Operator splitting for the momentum equation: velocity update

(a) Potential force step

j?a = jna + δt

(
− 1

ρna
G+
a {pnb }+ g

)
(b) (Convective transfer step)

j??a = j?a − δtDa{αnb βnb vr,nb ⊗ vr,nb }

(c) (k − ε update to compute the turbulent viscosity as in Section 2.3)

kn+1
a = kna + δt

[
Pna − εnakn+1

a /kna + La{µnb +
µnb,T
σk

, knb }/ρna
]

εn+1
a = εna + δt

[
εna/k

n
a (Cε1Pna − Cε2εna) + La{νnb + µnb,T /σε, ε

n
b }/ρna

]
Pna = min

(√
Cµk

n
aS

n
a , ν

n
T,a (Sna )2

)
Sna =

√
2Sna : Sna with Sna =

(
G−a {jnb }+t G−a {jnb }

)
/2

where the symmetric gradient operator is defined as:

G−a {Ab} =
Va
γa

∑
b∈P

(Aa −Ab)∇wab −
Va
γa

∑
s∈S

1

Vs
(Aa −As)∇γas

(d) Viscous force step

jn+1
a = j??a +

δt

ρna
La{µnb + µnT,b, j

??
b }
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3. Particle position update

rn+1
a = rna + δtjn+1

a

4. Total volume update with (64)
5. Phase volume computations with (32)
6. Computation of other flow features [22]

mn+1
a =

(
αn+1
a ρα + βn+1

a ρβ
)
V0 ρn+1

a =
mn+1
a

V n+1
a

αn+1
a =

V α,n+1
a

V n+1
a

where V0 is a reference volume is defined as V0 = δrd.
7. Pressure computation using state equation (28)

To comply with the saturation condition (1), we deduce β = 1 − α when needed
in the implementation.

3.5 Numerical stability

The maximum step size for numerical stability, studied in detail in [62], is con-
strained by several numbers:

– The Courant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) defined as:

CCFL =
c0δt

σe
(43)

– The viscous limitation:

Cvisc =
νδt

σ2
e

(44)

– According to [20], the governing equation on γ leads to the following condition:

Cγ = δtmax
a∈P

(|∇γas · vas|) (45)

Hence, numerical stability is ensured for:

δt ≤ min

(
CCFL

σe
c0
,Cvisc

σ2
e

ν
,Cγ

1

maxa∈P (|∇γas · vas|)

)
(46)

One has typically (CCFL,Cvisc,Cγ) = (0.76, 0.45, 0.004) in 2D and (0.76, 0.45, 0.001)
in 3D. These conditions are complemented by the condition for positiveness of
phase volumes (33). The convective transfer term (42) comprises an advective and
a diffusion components and therefore requires a condition too. Nevertheless, as it
was not included in most of the applications further detailed, we have not made
the appropriate derivation. As long as the relative velocity stays small compared to
the maximum velocity of the flow and the diffusion coefficient remains of the order
of the (possibly turbulent) viscosity of the fluid, it seems reasonable to consider
that this term will not introduce an additional stability condition.
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3.6 Precaution at initialization and at open boundaries

At initialization and at open boundaries, the interface is diffused over a few par-
ticles using a hyperbolic tangent profile for the volume fraction (going from 0 to
1): this prevents the initial rearrangement of the particles, perturbed by the high
density ratio, from a crash of the simulations. The phases of particles of the bulk
of the fluid are then separated progressively. One layer of particles of intermedi-
ate volume fraction can persist as the discretization may not allow phases to be
perfectly separate with the available volumes.

3.7 Required modeling of the lighter phase

Modeling explicitly the light phase in this framework, at least with several particle
layers so that kernels of the heavy phase are not truncated in case of free surface
flows, appeared to be necessary to preserve the quantities of each phase, so that
particles can effectively exchange volumes of each phase. In the case of air-water
mixtures, for example, this means that a sufficiently thick air layer should be
initially set above the water surface. Computations are therefore more expensive.

3.8 Open boundaries

The discretization of boundary conditions remains a main challenge for the SPH
community, especially the open boundaries often required in practical engineering
applications and for coupling with other numerical models. The most common ap-
proach consists in introducing buffer layers and has been addressed with variations
by several authors [2,57], sometimes using Riemann invariants [38,59]. Few articles
displayed multifluid open boundaries: [25] following [46] introduced oil bubbles at
the inlet of a water tank, [36] wrote an algorithm for the Incompressible SPH ap-
proach with mirror particles able to handle back-flowing water at an air inlet. [17]
adapted the idea of [57] to handle multiphase flows. The approach retained here
follows [19] and its generalization of USAW conditions with the resolution of a 1D
Riemann problem at open boundaries. Though time consuming, it allows one to
impose precisely the desired velocity or pressure profiles and deduce the missing
quantities through a rigorous framework inspired from finite volume developments.
The extension to the mixture model detailed here requires to take into account the
additional volume fraction equation and the possible presence of mixtures at open
boundaries. In the derivation, we will consider that there is no relative velocity at
the boundary: the resolution of the consequent homogeneous system, where the
volume (or mass) fraction is a transported quantity, was already studied in the fi-
nite volume approach, see for example [6]. We work here in a simplified framework
of barotropic and subsonic flow.

Correction of the single-fluid formulation In Appendix B, a correction of the for-
malism was made compared to the method presented in [19]: for a shock wave, the
relations were indeed derived as if the shock wave velocity was null. We derive here
the relations without any approximation on the shock speed. Moreover it was con-
sidered that the equality of left and right states of the tangential velocity was an
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assumption. It is shown here that it is a consequence of the Riemann formulation.
The test cases developed in [19] were run with these improvements and compared
to the original formulation, namely the non-orthogonal flux on inlet/outlet in a
square, a rapidly expanding pipe, 2D periodic free-surface water wave and a 2D
solitary wave. Similar behaviors as in [19] were obtained: the computed solutions
of the Riemann problems at boundaries in case of shock wave (the only different
configuration) are close. Nevertheless, it is an improvement as seen on the 2D pe-
riodic free-surface water wave test case for which we get more regular fields near
the open boundaries.

3.8.1 Time integration of the continuity equation

The continuity equation (5) resolution is modified as detailed in Appendix A to
avoid spurious density variations close to the open boundaries.

3.8.2 Update of vertex particles features

Vertices have variable masses and volumes. Masses are computed similarly to [19]
except that the mass flux on a vertex v surrounded by segments s is assessed using:

ṁv =
1

2

∑
s∈∫

αvρ
α + βvρ

β

αsρα + βsρβ
ρsSs (vs − js) · ns (47)

where Ss is the measure of the boundary element s and the factor
(
αvρ

α + βvρ
β
)
/
(
αsρ

α + βsρ
β
)

has been added in the sum to prevent one fluid to disrupt the mass flux computa-
tion of the other near the interface.

3.8.3 Pressure and velocity at open boundaries

A 1D Riemann problem is solved at open boundaries to compute compatible pres-
sure and velocity fields (i.e. deduce a velocity field from an imposed pressure
profile, or conversely). Characteristic waves allow one to make the link between
the exterior state (the boundary condition we impose) and the interior state (in-
terpolated from the fluid values) and finally deduce the state at the boundary.
Notations and derivations are presented in Appendix B. The relation between
pressure and velocity fields will depend on the type of discontinuity associated to
the eigenvalue λ+1.

4 Academic test cases

The two-phase mixture SPH model was validated on 2D academic cases in [22],
checking the conservation, realizability and reduction to single fluid formulation
properties. We investigate here air-water mixtures with open boundaries.
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Fig. 3: Two-phase mixture Poiseuille flow with open boundaries: geometry.

4.1 Two-phase mixture Poiseuille flow

A two-phase mixture Poiseuille flow for which an analytical solution has been
derived at steady state in Appendix C is employed to study the accuracy of the
implementation of the model together with the correct implementation of the
open boundaries. β is approximated by 1 in the relative velocity closure and the
diffusivity coefficient νT /ScT is taken to a constant value K9.

Description The geometry is described in Figure 3. The physical and numerical
parameters are listed in Table 4. Following the solution described in Appendix C
for a periodic case with an applied longitudinal force F , a two-phase mixture is
imposed with the analytical profile at the inlet while the background pressure is
imposed at the outlet. The volume fraction is imposed at both open boundaries
and the variables are initialized with the analytical solution within the domain.
There is no body force, but the gravity is used to compute the relative velocity.

Table 4: Parameters for the two-phase mixture Poiseuille flow with inlet/outlet.

L 10 m e 1 m

ρα 1.23 kg/m3 ρβ 1000 kg/m3

να 0.03 m2/s νβ 0.03 m2/s

cα 3.3 m/s cβ 3.3 m/s

dα 0.2 m K 0.1 m2/s

δr 0.01 mm pB 1 Pa

Results Figure 4 highlights a smooth velocity field that is not altered near the
open boundaries. One can check on Figures 5a and 5b that the volume fraction

9 This test case aims at checking the correct implementation of the model, so that we chose
a simplified formulation of the relative velocity to be able to derive an analytical formulation.
These assumptions allow one to make the link between the general framework presented and
this special verification test case.
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Fig. 4: Two-phase mixture Poiseuille flow with open boundaries: longitudinal ve-
locity field at t = 50 s.

(a) Inlet. (b) Outlet.

Fig. 5: Two-phase mixture Poiseuille flow with open boundaries: comparison of
the analytical and numerical profiles at t = 50 s at a section in the middle of the
domain.

and velocity profiles fit well with the analytical solutions. The order of convergence
was found to be of 1/2 for the volume fraction and 1 for the longitudinal velocity
on the periodic version of this test case in [22].

4.2 An interfacial air entrainment test case: the stepped spillway

Spillways form a classical structure of hydraulic works and provide a controlled
release of flows from dams. Several geometries can be considered from small-slope
to steep chutes, from smooth to step-pool spillways. Self-aeration is a common
process in such structures and leads to several effects, namely flow bulking, drag
reduction, cavitation mitigation and air-water mass transfers [10]. In the following,
we will consider the skimming flow regime over a stepped spillway: a coherent water
stream flows over a pseudo-bottom formed by the edges of step with in-between
maintained recirculating vortices submitted to the shear forces of the main flow
[10]. As described in [10], in this regime, a turbulent boundary layer develops from
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Fig. 6: Stepped spillway: geometry

the first steps. When it reaches the free surface, it triggers some entrainment and
two distinct regions appear:

– A bubbly flow for small air volume fractions (α < 0.3/0.4) formed of single
and clusters of irregular air bubbles and air packets;

– A highly aerated flow for intermediate air volume fractions (0.3/0.4 < α < 0.9)
formed by foam and air-water projections.

In such flows, the free surface is defined as the iso-air concentration line α = 0.9.
According to [10], below the height Y90 at which α = 0.9, the air-water flow
behaves as an homogeneous mixture. The other characteristic features of such a
flows for an in-going water volume flow rate qβ per unit width are:

– Characteristic velocity V90 for y = Y90
– Mean air volume fraction Cmean = 1

Y90

∫ Y90

0
αdy

– Mean velocity UW = qβ/ (Y90 (1− Cmean))

– Critical depth for a rectangular channel dc =
[(
qβ
)2
/g
] 1

3

– Critical velocity for a rectangular channel Vc = qβ/dc

Description The geometry of the model follows the experimental structure of [13]
and is described in Figure 6. The slope is equal to θs = 21.8◦. The physical
and numerical parameters are detailed in Table 5. The k− ε model is employed for
turbulence. Open boundaries conditions are used: water velocity is imposed on the
right through a smooth logarithmic velocity profile with varying height according
to the desired volume flow rate10:

jx = u?

[
1

κ
log
(zu?
νβ

)
+ Cν

]
(48)

with z the vertical position and u? the friction velocity deduced from iterations
on the relation:

u? =
κqβ/hup

log [exp (κCν − 1)hupu?/νβ ]
(49)

10 This velocity profile is an arbitrary choice to impose the desired volume flow rate as the
”true” profile is not known in this region near the structure. It is applied across the water
height from the first layer of particles near the bottom to the free surface.
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with hup the upstream water level left to vary and computed on the fly. This
velocity is multiplied by min(1, t) to have an initial ramp to reach the desired vol-
ume flow rate without destabilizing strongly the domain during the first iterations.
The background pressure is imposed on the upper boundary while at the outlet
boundary we impose the hydrostatic pressure of the incoming mixture following:

p(z) = pB −
∫ Hd

z

ρ(z)gdz (50)

where the mixture density ρ(z) is computed thanks to a SPH interpolation on
the neighbors of the boundary particle and where at z = Hd the top height of
the outlet, one has p(Hd) = pB . This condition is only approximately enforced:
to avoid too heavy computations and due to the complexity of identifying in this
Lagrangian framework which particles form the column above a given boundary
particle, an additional table was introduced storing the value of the integral of (50)
for all the column of particles above the particle of interest. It is initialized with
the value for the hydrostatic pressure of an air column. It needs some iterations
to adapt if abrupt changes occur. No turbulence is introduced at inlet. A volume
diffusion coefficient Λ = 0.3 was used to smooth the pressure field (instabilities
developed at the interface for smaller values). The initial block of water reaches the

Table 5: Parameters for the stepped spillway case.

ρα 1.23 kg/m3 ρβ 1000 kg/m3

να 1.56 10−5 m2/s νβ 10−6 m2/s

cα 45 m/s cβ 45 m/s

dα 1 mm dβ 1 mm

δr 5 mm pB 500 Pa

level hs = 1.1 m and falls down the steps before reaching the outlet boundary as a
mixture. In our formulation, the transient of the flow going down the steps might
not be accurate due to the assumptions of the formulation. We are interested in
the steady state obtained after a few seconds of physical time when the volume
fraction and velocity profiles does not vary significantly anymore. We considered
different volume flow rates corresponding to different regimes tested by [13]: it
is expected that the model performs better in the skimming regime where the
variations of topology of the flow are confined to a smaller region.

Results Computations were performed with 400000 particles during around 14
hours of computational time on one graphic card GeForce GTX Titan Black for
10 s of physical time11. Profiles will be considered along the direction perpendicular
to the slope (coordinate named y), starting from the edge of each step and are
compared to measurements of [13]. The velocity component of interest is in the
direction parallel to the slope. To post-process the profiles along the y direction, a
set of points spaced by δr were introduced along the normal to the slope starting
at the edge. The variables of the nearest SPH particle were attributed to each

11 The code, still in development, is not optimized.
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(a) Volume fraction.

(b) Turbulent intensity (clip for α < 0.9).

Fig. 7: Stepped spillway – qβ = 0.1819 m2/s: air-water mixing at steady state of the
skimming regime. The turbulent intensity Tu is computed as Tu =

√
2k/3/Vmax

where Vmax is the maximum mixture velocity magnitude.

of these points. In order to get smooth profiles for comparison with the time-
averaged experimental results, we proceed to an average of the variables over ten
equally-spaced time steps between 8 and 10 s to get the following results.

For qβ = 0.1819 m2/s, Figure 7a displays the volume fraction field over the
steps: one can observe that air entrainment occurs just after the sixth step while
it has started at this step in the experiments. One can check on Figure 7b that
it corresponds to the region where the boundary layer is reaching the free surface
(for the recall, it is defined here as the isoline α = 0.9), activating the turbulent
diffusion term in the relative velocity closure. The pressure field is noisy with
pressure waves developing from the step edges and some little voids forming after
them in the low pressure region usually prone to cavitation in the absence of air.
The background pressure does not appear to be sufficient to prevent the occurrence
of those voids. The recirculation velocity field pattern observed in-between the
steps is consistent with the experimental observations. The velocity of the flow
above the apparent bottom is far larger than the recirculation velocity, so that we
focus on the space between the steps in Figure 8. A twice more refined simulation
gives us further insights into the entrainment phenomenon as one can identify on
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Fig. 8: Stepped spillway: focus on recirculations at the steps 6-8 (nondimensional-
ization by the maximum velocity).

Fig. 9: Stepped spillway – qβ = 0.1819 m2/s: focus on the wavy free surface before
entrainment.

Figure 9 small waves developing just before the boundary layer reaching the free
surface. A rough assessment of the size of these waves is around 2.5 cm. It is in
relative agreement with observations and computations of [60] regarding the Taylor
length-scale obtained in an inviscid framework). Those waves do not break as the
interface is rapidly blurred by the diffusion of the phases due to the boundary layer
reaching the free surface and activating the relative velocity diffusion term. We can
relate this waves to the early air entrainment hinted by [60], before the turbulent
boundary layer reaching the free surface. Let us have quantitative insights into
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Fig. 10: Stepped spillway – qβ = 0.1819 m2/s: variability of the profiles. Symbols:
SPH particles used for the computations. Continuous line: resulting time-averaged
value.

the reproduction of the skimming flow. The dispersion of the variables around
the averaged values is limited as testified by Figure 10, except near the bottom
and in the highly-aerated region. Volume fraction and interfacial air-water velocity
profiles at the step edges are displayed on Figures 11a and 11b. In the numerical
model, this interfacial velocity is computed as:

Vx = vi · ex where vi =
vα + vβ

2
= j +

(
1

2
− α

)
vr (51)

The correction linked to the relative velocity proved to be small compared to
the mixture velocity.Good shapes are obtained for volume fraction and velocity
profiles, even though velocities tend to be over-predicted. The mixing appears to
occur later than expected. Profiles are plotted along the direction perpendicular to
the slope (coordinate named y), starting from the edge of each step as indicated on
Figure 6. The uncertainties on the experimental measurements are not detailed for
this experimental campaign, but the tools used correspond to the same instruments
employed for the measurements of the planar plunging jet detailed in the following
section and for which they are detailed [4]:

∆α
α < 0.005

α for α < 0.05

∆α
α < 0.04 for 0.05 < α < 0.95

∆α
α < 0.002

β for 0.95 < α

and


∆Vx
Vx

< 0.1 for 0.01 < α < 0.05

∆Vx
Vx

< 0.05 for 0.05 < α < 0.95

∆Vx
Vx

< 0.1 for 0.95 < α < 0.99

(52)
Let us underline that these uncertainties might be case-dependent. Characteristic
air entrainment quantities are displayed on Figure 12. Experimental results were
obtained with single (SP) and double tip (DP) probes and one can note some dis-
crepancies between the resulting values, highlighting the dispersion resulting from
the unsteadiness and complex topology of the flow. There is a slight underestima-
tion of Y90 and Cmean and a slight overestimation of the characteristic velocities.
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(a) Volume fraction. (b) Longitudinal velocity.

Fig. 11: Stepped spillway – qβ = 0.1819 m2/s: vertical distributions above the
last three steps (steps 6, 7 and 8 in red, blue and black respectively). Symbols:
experimental data by [11]. Continuous lines: present SPH simulation. Dashed lines:
analytical solutions based on experimental values detailed in [13].

An interesting point is that it seems to have a one step delay in the profiles and
characteristic values, what may point to an inception point appearing too late.
Two main actions seem possible to improve the results: modify the size of the
dispersed phase or introduce a roughness of the structure. The dispersed phase
diameter sensitivity is addressed below. Rough wall laws with different character-
istic roughness sizes were tested but did not lead to significant variations of the
quantities of interest for physically-based roughness sizes of the order of a few
tenths of millimeters. For qβ = 0.1142 m2/s, we are in the skimming flow regime.
Characteristic air entrainment quantities are displayed on Figure 13. As in the
experiment, the inception point is predicted around the fifth step. A reasonable
agreement is obtained with the experimental values. The model was also tested
for qβ = 0.058 m2/s, in the transition flow regime: it is not accurately reproduced
due to the strong mixing occurring with the chosen relative velocity closure that
assumes that one phase is dispersed. The nappe flow regime, consisting of a succes-
sion of falling nappes at each step, is not reproduced for the same reason: we get
a continuous mixed flow with intermediate densities that streams over the steps
after the first step.

Convergence We performed the simulation qβ = 0.1819 m2/s with three different
particle discretizations, by multiplying and dividing by two the reference discretiza-
tion: no significant variations of the characteristic values were noted as shown on
Table 6 .

Sensitivity to the dispersed phase diameter We performed the simulation qβ =
0.1819 m2/s with different sizes of dispersed phase diameters. The influence of the
dispersed phase diameter appears to be really limited.

Including the convective transfers The convective transfer term was lately intro-
duced into the set of equations as it triggers some instabilities of the free surface.
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Fig. 12: Stepped Spillway – qβ = 0.1819 m2/s – Characteristic quantities. Present
model results in green. Experimental results of [13] with single tip probe in red
and double tip probe in blue.

Table 6: Stepped Spillway – qβ = 0.1819 m2/s – Convergence of the characteristic
quantities.

Step
Y90/dc Cmean UW /Vc V90/Vc

2δr δr δr/2 2δr δr δr/2 2δr δr δr/2 2δr δr δr/2

6 0.50 0.43 0.43 0.13 0.07 0.08 2.31 2.51 2.54 2.64 2.98 2.78

7 0.55 0.44 0.43 0.25 0.12 0.09 2.40 2.58 2.57 2.84 3.12 2.90

8 0.57 0.48 0.46 0.27 0.23 0.19 2.43 2.67 2.70 3.01 3.20 3.23

One should take with care the following results: indeed, if they are close to the
experimental measurements and correspond to a more rigorous model, one should
bear in mind that the agitation partly results from the numerics. In this test case,
the flow should be initially perfectly separated, which is not the case because of
the slight diffusion of the interface imposed at the initialization and at the open
boundaries. For a perfectly separated state, the quantity αβvr is null, so that there
should not be any contribution of this term in the momentum equation. However,
in the simulation, the interface is quickly agitated before the entrainment occurs:
this enhances the entrainment phenomenon and triggers also an apparent diffusion
for time-averaged value as the separated free surface is moving (this last point can
however also happen in the experiments). One can note that the unrest close to
the free surface generates higher velocities in this region when the mixture layer
is thin.

Pressure gradient in the relative velocity We tested a relative velocity closure
without the hydrostatic approximation of the pressure gradient in (23). This is
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Fig. 13: Stepped Spillway – qβ = 0.1142 m2/s – Characteristic quantities. Present
model results in green. Experimental results of [13] with single tip probe in red
and double tip probe in blue.

(a) Volume fraction. (b) Longitudinal velocity.

Fig. 14: Stepped spillway – qβ = 0.1819 m2/s: including the convective tranfers
term, vertical distribution above the last three steps (steps 6, 7 and 8 in red, blue
and black respectively). Symbols: experimental data by [11]. Continuous lines:
present SPH simulation.
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Table 7: Stepped Spillway – qβ = 0.1819 m2/s – Sensitivity to dispersed phase
diameter in mm.

Y90/dc Cmean
XXXXXXXXStep

dα (mm)
2 1 0.5 0.1 2 1 0.5 0.1

6 0.44 0.43 0.44 0.44 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.08

7 0.44 0.44 0.45 0.45 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.13

8 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.21

UW /Vc V90/Vc
XXXXXXXXStep

dα (mm)
2 1 0.5 0.1 2 1 0.5 0.1

6 2.46 2.49 2.43 2.46 2.87 2.96 2.84 2.89

7 2.58 2.60 2.57 2.58 3.13 3.12 3.05 3.07

8 2.59 2.61 2.64 2.63 3.23 3.23 3.23 3.23

a more-physically based expression that couples completely the system of equa-
tions. However, it is complex to handle due to the noisy pressure field encountered.
The volume diffusion coefficient was increased from 0.3 to 1 to get a smooth pres-
sure field more adequate for computing its gradient in the relative velocity. The
safety factor of the CFL was also divided by two and the maximum relative ve-
locity clipped as pressure waves developed at the first iterations before fading out
and led to high values of the relative velocity. The interface is sometimes diffused
over a few particles due to some pressure waves propagating along the interface
as noted on the previous cases. One can see a very good agreement of the volume
fraction profile with experimental values, especially in the dispersed region close
to the bottom, highlighting the interest of going towards such physical closure of
the relative velocity. No significant gain is obtained for the longitudinal velocity
profiles on Figure 15.

4.3 A local air entrainment test case: the plunging jet

Plunging jets are rapid flows impinging a slower liquid and belong to the local
aeration framework, air being entrained at the intersection between the impinging
flow and receiving waters. A review of the literature and basic processes of gas en-
trainment by plunging jets can be found in [5,10,32]. In the following, we consider
a planar plunging jet of water entraining air, this case being well-documented in
[9,10,12,7,8,4].

Description The geometry is described in Figure 16a with a zoom on the support
structure in Figure 16b. One can notice a small angle of the support to the jet
chosen to prevent jet detachment. The computational limits drove us to consider
the shaded region of Figure 16a. Half of the depth of the domain is modeled and
the left-hand side of the domain behind the support is shorter than in the exper-
iment. The flow in the nozzle has not been modeled: a uniform velocity profile is
directly imposed on the boundary of the domain to be consistent with the experi-
mental measurements of [4]. The parameters of the model are detailed in Table 8.
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(a) Volume fraction. (b) Longitudinal velocity.

Fig. 15: Stepped spillway – qβ = 0.1819 m2/s: with a relative velocity depending
on the pressure gradient, vertical distribution above the last three steps (steps 6,
7 and 8 in red, blue and black respectively). Symbols: experimental data by [11].
Continuous lines: present SPH simulation.

1.4

0.9 1.6

(a) Tank.

0.1

0.012

1.6

1◦

(b) Support structure.

Fig. 16: Planar plunging jet: geometry (distances in m). The shaded region corre-
sponds to the numerical domain considered for the computations.

The computations were made without background pressure. The introduction of a
background pressure did not prevent jet detachment nor mitigate the appearance
of voids within the flow. A volume diffusion coefficient Λ = 0.1 was used. The
convective transfer term was not taken into account in the momentum equation.
k − ε model was not considered in the following results (the explanation of this
choice is detailed in the results part).

Results 1.7 million SPH particles are used. Two weeks of computational time on
one graphic card GeForce GTX Titan Black were required for 20 s of physical time.
To compute the profiles along the y direction, a set of points spaced by δr were
introduced along the horizontal direction starting at the jet support. The variables
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Table 8: Parameters for the planar plunging jet case.

ρα 1.23 kg/m3 ρβ 1000 kg/m3

να 1.56 10−5 m2/s νβ 10−6 m2/s

cα 45 m/s cβ 45 m/s

dα 1 mm dβ 1 mm

δr 1 mm pB 0 Pa

of the nearest SPH particle were attributed to each of these points. In order to get
smooth profiles for comparison with the time-averaged experimental results, we
proceed to an average of the variables over equally-spaced time steps between 5
and 11 s to get the following results (a large period was necessary to decrease the
scatter of the resulting averaged profiles). We tested the lowest value of volume
flow rate qβ = 0.0254 m2/s (corresponding to the value Qβ = qβWs = 0.00683
m3/s with a width of the jet Ws = 0.269 m). We investigate in the following the
numerical results and compare them to experimental data of [4].

One can see on Figure 17 the bubble plume with gusts of air packets propagat-
ing through vortical structures within the tank. The interface close to the plunging
jet is highly agitated. This unrest that certainly affects the air entrainment orig-
inates form two sources: the pre-entrainment occurring along the plunging jet
that diffuses the interface and increases the region of impact of the jet and the
waves propagating in the domain and enhanced by some voids generated in the
entrainment region. The two-dimensional framework may prevent some energy dis-
sipation. Such observations were also made by [16] on this test case using a finite
volume approach with the NEPTUNE CFD code. This unrest contributes to sig-
nificant turbulent kinetic energy production and therefore diffusion of the interface
when the k − ε model is used (due to the turbulent diffusion term in the relative
velocity diffusion). That is why is was switched off of in the presented results.
One can see on Figures 18a and 18b, a satisfactory reproduction of the volume
fraction profiles and a correct decrease of the longitudinal velocity near the jet
support while the decrease in velocity further from the support is not represented
correctly by the simulation.

4.4 A 3D industrial air entrainment case

We now aim at applying the SPH air-water mixture developed to a three-dimensional
industrial test case: a hydraulic discharge-control structure at the La Coche hy-
draulic power unit as described by [26]. The single-fluid approach proved to fail
at reproducing the dynamics of the flow. A two-phase approach appeared to be
necessary.

Description As presented on a 2D projection on Figure 19, the structure consists of
a drop region where half of the volume flow rate of water falls in the reception tank
with vertical plunging jets and the other half flows along the cylinder surrounding
this drop region. At the bottom end of this tank, the water exits through a pipe.
A critical feature for the design of this structure is the air entrainment and then
detrainment within the reception tank to avoid the propagation of air bubbles
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Fig. 17: Planar plunging jet without turbulence model: volume fraction field in
larger domain at t = 4 s.

within the pipe. Such structures have already been studied in the literature as done
by [34] and illustrate the significant influence that the buoyancy of the entrained
air can have on the flow field. The target is two-fold: dissipate a lot of energy thanks
to maximized air entrainment in the drop section and remove the maximum of air
before entering the pipeline in the detrainment section. Indeed, the formation of
air packets within the pipeline could trigger some issues in pumps further down.
As shown on Figure 19, depending on the water level in the tank (and therefore
the amount of aeration due to the plunging jet), the flow can:

– Go directly to the bottom and reach the pipe without recirculating. A single-
phase simulation of this case generates such a flow.

– Rise after the plunging region due to the vertical momentum given by the
bubble swarm generated by a strong aeration, and flow along the surface with
significant deaeration. Then, getting closer to the pipe outlet, it goes down
again, hopefully with little or no aeration. A two-phase approach is required
to capture that kind of behavior.

An experimental campaign was carried out on this geometry by the Hydraulic
Engineering Center of EDF so that some results are available to compare air
concentration and velocity profiles.

The physical and numerical parameters are detailed in Table 9. The simulation
counts around 2.76 million particles. Two months of computations were required
on one graphic card GeForce GTX Titan Black for 14 s of physical time. The k− ε
model is used. The convective transfer term was not considered in the momentum
equation. The domain is initially at rest, with the tank filled of water at the
desired free surface height with an hydrostatic pressure profile. An air layer is put
above, with a smooth transition in volume fractions with an hyperbolic tangent
function. This air layer does not fill the whole domain due to the construction of
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(a) Volume fraction.

(b) Longitudinal velocity.

Fig. 18: Planar plunging jet – bubble plume: without turbulence model, profiles at
distances from the free surface x− x1 = 2 cm in red, x− x1 = 10 cm in blue and
x − x1 = 24 cm in black. Symbols: experimental values of [4]. Continuous lines:
numerical results. Dashed lines: analytical formulations suggested by [4] based on
their measurements.
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(a) Low tailwater level.

(b) High tailwater level.

Fig. 19: Discharge-control structure: geometry and expected flow patterns.

Table 9: Parameters for the discharge-control structure.

ρα 1.23 kg/m3 ρβ 1000 kg/m3

να 1.56 10−5 m2/s νβ 10−6 m2/s

cα 40 m/s cβ 40 m/s

dα 2 mm dβ 2 mm

g 9.81 m/s2 pB 0 Pa

the geometry that did not consider the potential presence of air around the inlet
nozzles (absence of separating walls). Only water is used at open boundaries and
enters the domain at the inlet at the first iterations. Velocities are imposed with
Poiseuille profiles at the inlet pipes. For the turbulent quantities, considering a
fully-developed turbulent configuration, the initialization is done with:

k =
3

2
(UI)2 and ε = C

3
4
µ
k

3
2

l
(53)

where U is the average velocity, I the turbulent intensity taken at 10% and l is
the turbulent length scale taken equal to 2δr. An outlet pipe, further after the
exit pipe allows for the flow to exit at the volume flow rate imposed at the inlet
through a logarithmic velocity profile.

Results The numerical results are plotted at t=14 s for half the domain. One can
observe the bubble plume on Figure 20. Only small volume fractions reach the
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Fig. 20: Discharge-control structure: volume fraction field.

bottom. A region of intense mixing surrounds the inlet jets. Then a bubble swarm
propagates with a wavy pattern towards the downstream wall of the tank. No air
bubbles were found to be entrained deep enough to reach the outlet pipe at the
time considered. Figure 24d highlights the velocity field: one can see that after the
initial plunging region, the bubble cloud goes up and entrains water generating a
general upward motion of the flow that then goes parallel to the free surface before
plunging towards the outlet. A swirling behavior can be noticed in the drop region.
A visual comparison of the bubble swarms indicates a satisfactory reproduction of
its position and evolution in the basin, with a progressive reduction of its depth
towards the downstream wall and some waves propagating along the blurred free
surface. Figure 21b displays particles with an air volume fraction smaller than
90%: above the free surface there is still some mixing due to the relative velocity
closure that does not allow a complete separation of phases. We compare in Figure
22 the longitudinal velocity profiles on two different planes detailed in Figure 22a.
According to the numerical computations, these velocity profiles are computed in
a poorly aerated region. One can see that we significantly underestimate the maxi-
mum values. The trend of maximum values at the top of the profiles is reproduced
upstream, but the flow appears to plunge earlier towards the exiting pipe in the
simulation than in the experiment. We miss the recirculation that is formed before
the exit pipe. The significant turbulent kinetic energy in the domain might damp
some recirculations due to the increased viscosity. Computations without turbu-
lence model 12 performed confirmed it: the recirculation going upstream along the
bottom of the structure appears, while the flow along the free surface is stronger
and plunges more abruptly downwards when reaching the downstream wall. Some
very small concentrations of bubbles (α = 0.0001) are entrained in the exiting pipe,

12 The planar plunging jet test case suggested that one could get better results for that kind
of configuration without the turbulence model considered in this work for local aeration.
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(a) Experiment performed by the Hydraulic Engineering Center
(CIH, internal report).

(b) Simulation colored by volume fraction (clip α < 0.9).

Fig. 21: Discharge-control structure: comparison of the bubble swarms.

consistently with some experimental observations on this test case, as shown on
Figure 21b. The velocity profiles at the previously-considered sections averaged on
3 s are displayed on Figure 23 and highlight a better reproduction of the dynamics
of the flow, even though the maximum values are still underestimated.

We compare the velocity magnitude field obtained with our mixture model to
the single-fluid formulation on Figures 24a and 24b. With the mixture model, the
jet is flapping a little while it falls straight with the single-fluid approach. The
rising motion after the jet generated by the bubble swarm that was not caught by
the single-fluid formulation is now modeled. One can see that without turbulence
model, the dynamics are reproduced better, with the appearance of the recircu-
lations in the reservoir consistently with the experimental observations of Figure
21a.
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(a) Position of the sections for velocity pro-
files (the colored volume region corresponds to
0.1 < α < 0.9).

(b) Upstream section: simula-
tion.

(c) Upstream section: experi-
ment.

(d) Downstream section: simu-
lation.

(e) Downstream section: experi-
ment.

Fig. 22: Discharge-control structure: comparison of the longitudinal velocity pro-
files at two sections. Experiments carried out by the CIH (internal report).
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(a) Upstream section: simu-
lation.

(b) Upstream section: experi-
ment.

(c) Downstream section: simulation. (d) Downstream section: experi-
ment.

Fig. 23: Discharge-control structure: comparison of the averaged longitudinal ve-
locity profiles at two sections for the computation without turbulence model. Ex-
periments carried out by the CIH (internal report).

Conclusions

A two-component volume-based SPH mixture model designed to handle high den-
sity ratio flows and open boundaries was presented. A relative velocity comprising
of a drag and turbulent diffusion parts was introduced. It proves to be a versatile
approach, able to deal with different fluids, gases or even sediments [22]. While
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(a) Single-fluid formulation.

(b) Mixture model formulation (clip α < 0.9).

(c) Mixture model formulation with the k− ε turbulence model (clip α < 0.9): velocity
vector field colored by α.

(d) Mixture model formulation without turbulence model (clip α < 0.9): velocity vector
field colored by α.

Fig. 24: Discharge-control structure: comparison of instantaneous views of the
velocity magnitude fields (the absolute velocities might be not comparable).

satisfactory results were obtained for the volume fraction profiles, further work
is required to improve the reproduction of two-phase dynamics. In this prospect,
investigations shall be carried out on the turbulence modeling, pivotal for those
types of applications and the introduction of an SPH formulation (δ–SPH [27],
Riemann solver [52]) adapted for high density ratios to improve the robustness of
the model and therefore the inclusion of more complex formulations, in particular
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a relative velocity depending on the pressure gradient and the convective transfers
in the momentum equation.

Appendices

A Time integration of the continuity equation

The following derivation follows faithfully [19], but replacing the density ρ by the inverse of
the volume noted σ, making some adjustments when needed. From the continuity equation
(5), one has:

dσa

dt
= −σaDγa{j} (54)

with:

Dγa{j} = −
1

γaσa

∑
b∈(F∪V)

θb (ja − jb) ·∇wab +
1

γaσa

∑
s∈S

σs (ja − js) ·∇γas (55)

Let us make the distinction between the Eulerian fluid velocity Jb and the Lagrangian particle
velocity jb. Additional terms then appear in the divergence operator computation and lead to:

dσa

dt
=

1

γa

∑
b∈(F∪V)

θb (ja − jb) ·∇wab − δσ
i/o
a −

1

γa

∑
s

σs (ja − js) ·∇γas +
σa

γa
δγ
i/o
a (56)

With the definitions:

δσ
i/o
a =

1

γa

∑
v∈Vi/o

θv (Jv − jv) ·∇wav (57)

δγ
i/o
a =

∑
s∈Si/o

σs

σa
(Js − js) ·∇γas (58)

where Vi/o and Si/o are respectively the sets of vertex particles and segments belonging to
the open boundaries. In a Lagrangian frame, (29) leads to:

dwab

dt
= (ja − jb) ·∇wab (59)

dγa

dt
=
∑
s∈S

(ja − js) ·∇γas (60)

If one makes the approximation:

dγa

dt
≈
∑
s∈S

σs

σa
(ja − js) ·∇γas (61)

as volume variations remain limited, (56) now writes:

dσa

dt
=

1

γa

d

dt

 ∑
b∈(F∪V)

θbwab

− δσi/oa −
σa

γa

dγa

dt
+
σa

γa
δγ
i/o
a (62)

Hence:

d

dt
(γaσa) = γa

dσa

dt
+ σa

dγa

dt
=

d

dt

 ∑
b∈(F∪V)

θbwab

− γaδσi/oa + σaδγ
i/o
a (63)
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The temporal integration of the continuity equation between tn and tn+1 leads to:

(γaσa)n+1 − (γaσa)n =
∑

b∈(F∪V)

(
θn+1
b wn+1

ab − θnb w
n
ab

)
−
∫ tn+1

tn
γaδσ

i/o
a +

∫ tn+1

tn
σaδγ

i/o
a

(64)

With the virtual displacement δr
i/o
a = δt (Jna − jna ), the virtual variations terms write:∫ tn+1

tn
γaδσ

i/o
a =

∑
v∈VI/O

θnv

(
w
(
rnav + δr

i/o
v

)
− w (rnav)

)
(65)

∫ tn+1

tn
σaδγ

i/o
a =

1

2

∑
s∈SI/O

σns

(
∇γas

(
rnas + δr

i/o
s

)
+∇γas (rnas)

)
· δri/os (66)

where δr
i/o
s = δt (Jns − jns ) and δr

i/o
v = δt (Jnv − jnv ). In the present work, the factor σns was

approximated by σna , consistently with the approximation (61). For an analytical computation
of γa: ∫ tn+1

tn
σaδγ

i/o
a =

∑
s∈SI/O

σns

(
γas

(
rnas + δr

i/o
s

)
− γas (rnas)

)
(67)

B Riemann problem formulation

We follow here a similar reasoning to [19]. Neglecting the relative velocity and the viscous
efforts at the boundary, the homogeneous (i.e. no relative velocity) mixture model projected
along the wall normal (n index refers to the normal component and τ index to the tangential
component) writes in non-conservative form:

∂

∂t
W + B (W )

∂W

∂n
= 0 (68)

where

W =


σ

α

jn

jτ

 and B (W ) =


jn 0 σ 0

0 jn 0 0

c2

σ
D jn 0

0 0 0 jn


where D = 1

ρ

(
ρα (cα)2 − ρβ

(
cβ
)2)( σ

σ0
− 1
)

is deduced from the linearized state law (28).

The eigenvalues of B are therefore jn (of multiplicity 2) and jn ± c where the sound speed
writes:

c =

√
αρα (cα)2 + βρβ

(
cβ
)2

αρα + βρβ
(69)

Following [56], one can compute the associated k-Riemann invariants that are detailed in Table
10 where

ψ (α, σ) = c (α) ln

(
σ

σ0

)
(70)

As illustrated on Figure 25, depending on the sign of λ0, the state of the boundary segment
is determined by the first or second state. As flows considered are subsonic, λ−1 < 0 and
λ+1 > 0. λ−1 is considered as a ghost wave so that data at exterior state and state 1 are
considered to be equal. λ0 is a contact discontinuity so that the associated k-Riemann invariants

hold and simplify in the relations jn,1 = jn,2 and c (α1) ln
(
σ1
σ0

)
= c (α2) ln

(
σ2
σ0

)
. To relate

the fluid velocity along the normal of the segment and the pressure, one needs to find the
relation between state 2 and the interior state (determined through a SPH interpolation with
a renormalization by a Shepard filter) across the wave λ+1. The characteristic wave λ+1 can
correspond to two possible discontinuities:
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λ0 λ−1 λ+1

α % ! !

jτ % ! !

jn + ψ (α, σ) ! ! %

jn − ψ (α, σ) ! % !

Table 10: k-Riemann invariants for each eigenvalue.

x

t

λ+1

λ0

λ−1

Int. stateExt. state

State 2State 1

(a) Inlet

x

t

λ+1

λ0

λ−1

Int. stateExt. state

State 2State 1

(b) Outlet

Fig. 25: Riemann problems configurations [19]. The state imposed at the boundary
is underlined.

– Expansion wave: characteristics are diverging, a smooth transition connects both states
and:

λ+1,2 < λ+1,int → Riemann Invariant (71)

– Shock wave: characteristics are diverging, a smooth transition connects both states and:

λ+1,2 > λ+1,int → Rankine-Hugoniot (72)

For the shock wave, the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions expressed here in terms of conser-
vative variables write:

S (ρ2 − ρint) = ρ2jn,2 − ρintjn,int (73)

S (ρ2α2 − ρintαint) = ρ2α2jn,2 − ρintαintjn,int (74)

S (ρ2jn,2 − ρintjn,int) = p2 + ρ2j
2
n,2 − pint − ρintj2n,int (75)

S (ρ2jτ,2 − ρintjτ,int) = ρ2jn,2jτ,2 − ρintjn,intjτ,int (76)

where S is the speed of the shock. Unknown pressure terms are computed thanks to the state
equation (28). For the density, we use:

ρ

αρα + βρβ
=

σ

σ0
(77)

Combining (73) and (76) with (74), one gets α2 = αint and jτ,2 = jτ,int. Equations (73) and
(75) can be combined to determine ρ2 and then deduce un,2:

ρ2ρint (jn,2 − jn,int)2 = (ρ2 − ρint) (p2 − pint) (78)

This relation is explicit if ρ2 is known but implicit if jn,2 is known. One should then iterate.
Assuming that ρ variations are small, we deduced a first guess from the linearization of the
relation that proved to be sufficiently accurate. For the other quantities to compute, at an
inlet (i.e. λ0 > 0), tangential velocity and volume fraction are defined by the user. They are
determined from the interior state at an outlet (i.e. λ0 < 0). In pseudo-code, it leads to the
schemes:

– For an imposed velocity:
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if pext ≤ pint then
Expansion wave
Riemann invariant jn + ψ (α, σ)

else
Shock wave
Rankine-Hugoniot relation

end if
States to impose at the interface i
if jn,ext ≥ 0 then

Inlet: boundary at state 1
αi = αext

else
Outlet: boundary at state 2
αi = αint

end if

– For an imposed velocity:

if jn,ext ≤ jn,int then
Expansion wave
Riemann invariant jn + ψ (α, σ)

else
Shock wave
Rankine-Hugoniot relation

end if
States to impose at the interface i
if jn,ext ≥ 0 then

Inlet: boundary at state 1
σi = σext and αi = αext

else
Outlet: boundary at state 2
σi = σ2 and αi = αint

end if

C Analytical solution for the two-phase mixture Poiseuille flow

At steady state, the volume fraction equation of (6) becomes:

∇ · (αβvr) = 0 (79)

Under the longitudinal periodicity condition, it writes:

d

dz
(αβvr · ez) = 0 (80)

The no-flux conditions at the upper and lower walls imply that at steady state the equation
(80) becomes after integration:

vr · ez = 0 (81)

The volume fraction equation will therefore depend on the chosen closure on the relative
velocity. Starting with the closure vr = v0−K∇α/α, the momentum equation of (3) becomes
in this framework: 

dp

dz
= −ρg

d

dz

(
ρν

d

dz
j · ex

)
+ ρF · ex = 0

(82)

In the simplified momentum equation (82), the dynamic viscosity is variable and depends
on the volume fraction solution of equation (81). Let us nondimensionalize the system using
z? = z/e, j? = j · ex/Um0 with Um0 = ρβFe2/

(
3µβ

)
(discharge for the usual single-fluid

Poiseuille flow), p? = p/
(
ρβge

)
and introduce the Péclet number Pe = e|v0 · ez |/K as the
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ratio of convective and diffusive transports. Noting the density ratio Rρ =
(
ρα − ρβ

)
/ρβ and

viscosity ratio Rµ =
(
µα − µβ

)
/µβ , the system becomes:

dα

dz?
= Pe α

dp?

dz?
= − (1 +Rρα)

d

dz?

[
(1 +Rµα)

dj?

dz?

]
= −3 (1 +Rρα)

(83)

Constant dynamic viscosity The nondimensionalized solution for a constant dynamic vis-
cosity µ = µα = µβ writes:

– Volume fraction
α (z?) = α1 exp (Pe z?) (84)

– Pressure profile

p? (z?) = pB? + 1− z? + α1Rρ
exp (Pe)

Pe
[1− exp (−Pe (1− z?))] (85)

where pB? is the background pressure nondimensionalized as the total pressure.
– Longitudinal velocity

j?(z?) =
3

2

(
1− z2?

)
+

3

Pe2
[
Li2,R (z?) + Pe z? lnR (z?)

−
r

R
lnR (z?) + C1 (lnR (z?)− Pe z?)− C2

] (86)

where Li2 is the dilogarithm function that writes Li2(x) = −
∫ x
0 ln(1− t)/t dt [1]. If |x| ≤

1, one can write a series expression Li2(x) =
∑
n x

n/n2. We introduced the notations
lnR (z?) = ln (1 + α1Rµ exp (Pe z?)) and Li2,R (z?) = Li2 (−α1Rµ exp (Pe z?)). C1 and C2

are deduced from the no-slip condition at walls:

C1 =
Li2,R(1)− Li2,R(−1) + Pe [lnR (1) + lnR (−1)]−Rρ/Rµ [lnR (1)− lnR (−1)]

2Pe− lnR (1) + lnR (−1)
(87)

C2 = Li2,R(1) + Pe lnR(1)−
Rρ

Rµ
lnR(1) + C1 (lnR(1)− Pe) (88)

α1 is computed thanks to the conservation of volume (integrating over the height of the
channel) for a given initial uniform profile of α (z) = α0:

α1

α0
=

Pe

sinh (Pe)
(89)

To avoid complete separation of phases, (84) gives a condition on α1:

0 ≤ α1 ≤ exp (−Pe) (90)

And therefore a condition on the initial uniform volume fraction α0 using (89):

0 ≤ α0 ≤
1− exp (−2Pe)

2Pe
(91)
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